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The Call of 
Profound Integrity

Personal Integrity: my principles, val-
ues and actions are aligned. I keep my 
word with myself and others, telling 
the whole truth accountably without 
blame or judgment.

Profound Integrity: additionally I take 
care of myself physically, mentally, 
emotionally and spiritually and I am 
in service fi rst to myself, family, and 
my committed relationships.  Wings 
defi nition

These words, “the call of profound integrity,” 
have been running through my mind for 
weeks now; looking out the window at spring 
unfolding, driving my car feeling the fresh air 
on my face, moments when I am alone and 
aware of my connection to the Divine. When 
I hear these words, I feel a sense of longing so 
intense that at times it takes my breath away, 
clutches my heart and leaves me breathless. 
Integrity means wholeness and part of me feels 
shattered.

My mother is dying. My longest loving 
relationship is coming to an end. This will 
happen only once in my lifetime and I want to 
be there for my Mom the best way I can, while 
taking care of myself and my family too. Not a 

balancing act, rather an authentic balancing of 
love, respect and service that is nurturing and 
healing for all of us.

Sitting with my Mom while she lies in 
bed, my brother, sister and I tell storiesof 
growing up together. We laugh, we cry 
and Mom listens and adds in. Then she 
is talking about her own growing up on 
the E Quarter Circle Ranch in eastern 
Oregon, remembering a laundry day when 
a chipmunk fell in a pot of apple butter 
and then ran through all the clean, folded 
sheets. We laugh thinking of all those 
little footprints, she sighs remembering 
how hard it was to do laundry then, how 
hard they all worked. Good memories, 
sad ones too. Ones you can’t help having 
in a life 93 years long.

As we talk and I listen, I feel such a deep 
sense of gratitude for our time together...
all of it. And in that moment, I realize how 
much my learning at Wings over the years is 
helping me be the person I want to be in this 
time of accepting a heartbreaking reality. I 
am eager to communicate what’s in my heart 
instead of fearful, open to the changes I see in 
her instead of denying, standing up for what 
I think she wants instead of hoping some one 
else will, letting my tears be seen rather than 
hiding them and so much more.

If someone told me I could teach only 4 
things for the rest of my life, I know what I 
would choose; accountability, integrity, love 
and service (vision). These are the things I 
most want to practice and that my Mother 
demonstrated to me and everyone who knew 
her every day of her life. They are the founda-
tions of a meaningful life.

This is not my Mom’s eulogy...she is still 
here and her eulogy will be fi lled with wonder-
ful stories of her life experiences, relationships 
and contributions. She will long be remem-
bered as a woman of beauty, wit, warmth, grace 
and intelligence. Integrity was her highest value 
and that’s how she lived. 

This is a call to me and an invitation to you:
...to know our deepest values and live them 

fully, 
...to express our love now instead of waiting 

for the right time, 
...to tell the truth respectfully and listening 

with an open mind to the response, 
...to accept and celebrate that our own well 

being is our responsibility,
...to remember that the quality of our most 

important relationships is in our hands,
...to live in both personal and profound 

integrity.
Having written this I notice the part of me 

that feels shattered is gently mending with 
tender threads of gratitude.

With love and gratitude,

PS  Thank you to all of you who have and 
are sending your kind thoughts and prayers 
to me and my family. We are blessed.

My mom, Rae with my sons (from the left) Kyle and Mark.

PRESIDENT
WINGS SEMINARS
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“In terms of the school district, the seminar 
experiences translate to increased personal 
accountability, appreciation of others’ 
differences, improved communication, and 
teamwork.  As school leaders, we cannot 
help children learn and build character if we 
are not modeling the same skills we want so 
much for them.”

--Dr. Suzanne S. Bond, Superintendent - Coupeville School Dist., WA

“I believe the real difference between success and failure in a corporation can very often be traced to 

the question of how well the organization brings out the great energies and talents of its people.” 
 -- Thomas Watson

Focusing on the primary needs of your business is essential, to be 
sure. Today’s information environment pours over the individual in a 
torrent. How does one identify what is the relevant - and vital - amid the 
inundation? As a business person, your ability in this selective process is 
an essential component of your success.

Sound decision making is at the core of the successful business model. 
Along with sensible fi nancial structuring and a viable product comes the 
heart of what determines a company’s growth path: the people within the 
organization, and more succinctly, their levels of performance. Are the 
right decisions being made, and for the right reasons?

We at Wings are proud of the difference we make in enhancing the 
business environment through effective training of individuals and 
groups in maximizing their contributions as employees and as man-
agement leaders. Key to our programs’ foundation are the basics: 
values and ethics, trust building, clarity in intention, communication 
and accountability, and teamwork. Our Core Seminar Series, The 
Personal Effectiveness Seminar, CrossOver, and LifeWorks encom-
pass the full spectrum of personal and organizational dynamics. Participants experience 
thought-provoking dialogue, concrete worksheet assignments and illuminating and 
inspiring processes in a professional, nurturing and upbeat environment.

You and the people with whom you work benefi t measurably when decisions are 
being made from a well-founded base. We educate people in how to achieve clarity 
within their self and how to apply it to the world in which they live. Empower your 
people, empower yourself.

Make the decision to include Wings in building your team.

       -- Kyle Smith, Vice President - Wings Seminars

“You cannot depend on your eyes when 
your imagination is out of focus.” 

- Mark Twain

WI N G S AT WO R K •  WI N G S AT WO R K •  WI N G S AT WO R K •  WI N G S AT 

“As the leader of a small 
nonprofi t agency, I knew 
that not only would the staff 
benefi t from the seminars, 
but it would also make a huge 
difference in the organization 
and the services we provide 
to the community. During 
the past 6 months, 9 key 
staff have gone through PES 
and the results have been 
incredible! I would defi nitely 
recommend this to any 
company looking for a high 
return on the investment of 
their training dollars.”
--Bill Templeman, Director-Southern Oregon 

Humane Society

“You cannot depend on your eyes when 

Finding the Essentials

Bringing to Wings 15 years business consulting, management, 
and marketing experience,  Kyle welcomes your comments at 
kyle@wings-seminars.com or 800-697-0040  x 105.

Finding the Essentials
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Cultivating Corporate Culture
Tec-Labs is Soaring High

“These are the times. We are the people. And we are living in the answering years.”
--Jean Huston

For the two decades I’ve had the steward-
ship for growing Tec Labs, our competition 
has not only gotten more intense but gone 
global as well. Technology is only one small 
piece of the productivity puzzle – which is 
easily duplicated. By creating an environment 
where our employees can reach their fullest 
potential that is when Tec’s corporate IQ, 
creativity and productivity are unleashed. 

The Wings seminars have helped our 
employees - and me personally - grow as individuals. A CEO I admire 
pointed out that if there is a bottle neck to the growth and effectiveness of 
an organization it’s always at the top of the bottle!

Wings seminars have allowed us to cultivate our corporate culture in a 
way that gives all of our employees the opportunity to reach their greatest 
potential. And when your employees are personally effective the company as a 
result is more effective.

 - Steve Smith, CEO - Tec Labs, Inc.

Steve Smith, 
CEO-Tec Labs, Inc.

In the March issue of Oregon Business Magazine Tec Labs, for 
the 9th year, has been recognized as a Top 100 Employer. Also, 
we’ve just been interviewed by The Scientist magazine, circulated 
in 21 countries, that Tec Labs has been recognized for their “best 
places to work” annual survey for the third year in a row. The com-
petition includes Johnson & Johnson, Warner Lambert, Pfi zer, etc.

WO R K •  WI N G S AT WO R K •  WI N G S AT WO R K •WI N G S AT WO R K • 

 “Pleasure in the job 
puts perfection in the work.”

-- Aristotle

 “Pleasure in the job 

& Creating Results...
Imagine Bringing Wings To Your Workplace

In an ideal world, leadership means to inspire others to be the most that they can be, creating relationships and environments that strive 
towards authenticity and success.  How often is this concept of leadership upheld in our corporate lives?  How many of us go to work 
knowing that we will be inspired and moved to establish a world we all want to live in?  Do we create motivation, cooperation, authentic 
communication and creativity  --  the foundations  for a successful enterprise? 

Kris King, using her 25 years experience as a uniquely talented instrument of change, teaches the skills needed to discover the truly great 
leaders we are, leading to phenomenal work environments.  She facilitates transformational educational trainings in the workplace that are 
specifi cally designed to meet your organization’s needs and long-range goals. These trainings provide the tools to create what we all desire 
in our workplace and in our lives. Results: Clarity of vision, goal attainment, effective communication and collaboration.  Imagine.  

Call Kris at 800.697.0040 or 541.683.8540 ext 106 for further information.

Cultivating Corporate Culture

“Kris’s insight into the forces at work in a large complex cooperation were a revelation to many of us, and have given us a com-
mon language to use when discussing ongoing workplace changes.  She is an excellent facilitator, and she was adept at getting 
everyone to participate. Her ability to lead the group through discussions of a wide range of diffi cult issues was impressive.” 

--Howard Schwartz, MD, Chief, Emergency Services
Kaiser Permanente, Vallejo, CA

“Who could believe that three days could make such a 
difference! Leaders from nine organizations participated 
in the Structure of Authentic Leadership. We learned 
to strengthen our organizations and the people in them 
through accountability, trust, respect, effective communica-
tion, confl ict resolution and clear vision based in values.”

--Diane Snyder, Exectutive Director - Wallowa Resources

Wk 1: Oct 1-5, 07
Wk 2: Oct 29-Nov 2, 07

Tution: $2,250
($2,500 if paid after September 7, 2007)
8 Continuing Education Credits 

10 days (two 5-day segments)

 The Authentic Leader 

The most successful leaders know true power comes 
from personal power matched with integrity, not from po-
sitional power which is granted us by title. They embody 
strength of character and their lives send a consistent mes-
sage. They account for themselves, and in turn they can be 
counted on by others. They are inspired and inspiring.

“My experience at this seminar was incredible. I learned 
useful tools for leading, gained new skills, recognized what 
my values are and created a vision statement to lead me 
into my future. Kris is an awesome facilitator.”   - René 
McKenzie, Director - Rogue Community College

Kris King,  President   
Wings Seminars

Register 
Early 

and 
Save!

Wk 1: Oct 1-5, 07
Wk 2: Oct 29-Nov 2, 07Wk 2: Oct 29-Nov 2, 07
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““Living the truth in your heart without compromise brings kindness into the world. 

Attempts at kindness that compromise your heart cause only sadness.”
-- Anonymous 18th century monk”

Flight Patterns...A Journey Through the Core Seminars

WINGS’ CORE SEMINAR SERIES • WINGS’ CORE SEMINAR SERIES

Take fl ight with Wings Seminars and begin your journey today! The Core 
Seminar Series: The Personal Effectiveness Seminar, CrossOver and 
LifeWorks, were created together with each consecutive seminar going 
deeper and building upon the one before. The results: extraordinary.  
Authentic communication and connection with your famiy, co-workers, 
and friends. The freedom to be yourself in every situation.  Profound 
self- awareness and acceptance.  

EXTRAORDINARY

T R A N S FO R M T R A N S FO R M 

1  Step 1: Discover the power of conscious choice.  Become profoundly aware 
of the impact of your beliefs and behaviors and learn practical skills to 
make the changes you want now.  Feel confi dent in any circumstance.

THE PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS SEMINAR

Tuition $595.00
Continuing Education Units - 5

Upcoming PES 
Dates:

Jun 7-10
Jul 12-15
Aug 2-5

S e p  6 - 9
Oct 11-14
Nov 8-11

Dec 6-9

  “We’ve attended dozens of seminars from great companies like Fred Prior, National 
Seminars Group, and Career Track and generally have been pleased with the results. We 
have a tradition to “cement the learning”: the staff member who has attended shares a 
synopsis of what they learned at a company meeting, and then they rate the seminar on a 
scale from 1 to 10.  Scores typically range from about 4 to 9.

  In November, 2003 I attended PES and returned with a raving report. With a little 
encouragement I convinced two brave souls to attend PES, and the results were amazing. I 
asked for feedback and a score and heard a resounding, “Spectacular!...10, or 13... off the 
chart!”

Our entire staff has since completed or is currently completing all Wings’ core 
seminars.  Work satisfaction and synergy between our team members is better than I ever 
imagined possible, and productivity has skyrocketed.”   --Todd Grannis, CEO-visp.net  

R E S O U RC E F U LR E S O U RC E F U LR E S O U RC E F U L

M E A N I N GM E A N I N GM E A N I N GM E A N I N G

C R E AT I V I T Y  C R E AT I V I T Y  C R E AT I V I T Y  C R E AT I V I T Y  C R E AT I V I T Y  
Todd Grannis, CEO & Nathan 
Miller, President / CTO - visp.net

Join us for our 
June 7th-10th PES 
and with your one full 
registration of $595 
you can register a 
friend, co-worker, 
partner or fam-
ily member for half 
the regular tuition, 

OUR BEST 2007
PES SPECIAL Get Internet Service from this award winning company and support positive change in the world!  

Visit our website for more information at  http://www.wings-seminars.com/resources/wingspan.html.
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“What we’re all really seeking is an experience 

where we can feel the rapture of being alive.” 
-- Joseph Campbell

Flight Patterns...A Journey Through the Core Seminars
CROSSOVER

2  Step 2: Create deeper meaning and fulfi llment in your daily life. 
Transform your defi nition of who you think you are, into who 
you want to become. Experience a profound sense of freedom and 

accountability. Learn practical tools that change the ordinary into the 
extraordinary!

“I had an opportunity to spend 5 days doing intensive work on my behaviors and beliefs from my past that 
have been barriers to my having the life I want. Through my individual work as well as my teamates’ work, 
I believe I have been transformed at a deep level and now have the foundation to move forward in a new 
way of ‘being’ in the world.”    -- Tena Heeringa,  Teacher-Anacortes High School 

Tuition: $895.00
Continuing Education Units - 6 Upcoming CrossOver 

Dates:
Jun  20-24
Jul 18-22
Aug  15-19

Sep 19-23
Oct 17-21
Nov 14-18

Dec    27-31
EXTRAORDINARY

Results
P E R S O N A L  PO W E RP E R S O N A L  PO W E RP E R S O N A L  PO W E RP E R S O N A L  PO W E RP E R S O N A L  PO W E R

A U T H E N T I CA U T H E N T I CA U T H E N T I CA U T H E N T I C

F R E E D O MF R E E D O M

WINGS’ CORE SEMINAR SERIES • WINGS’ CORE SEMINAR   • 

3  Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power 
of the creative process so you easily create what you want. Practice 
powerful tools to transform communication and results in all areas 

of your life. Vision, Action and Results, Personal Power and Love, four 
weekends of connection, inspiration and mastery.

3  Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power 3  Step 3: Make your dreams reality now. Learn to harness the power 3  
LIFEWORKS

Tuition: $1395.00
Continuing Education Units - 10 

Summer
LifeWorks
Session Dates:
July   26-29
Aug   25-26
Sept  15-16
Oct    20-21

Fall
LifeWorks
Session Dates:
Oct    25-28
Nov   17-18
Dec   15-16
Jan    TBA

“It has been a year since I shared the wonderful experience of LifeWorks with you in Denver.  This year has been 
an exceptional year of personal growth for me.  I have had an increasing number of days where I am the kind of 
person I dream of being and on days I am less than the person I dream of being, I am able to recognize old  patterns 
more quickly and forgive myself.  I have become 
more accepting that I am here to learn and to heal, 

and that this is a continuous process which requires constant vigilance and effort.  
I am just beginning to internally  ‘know’ that I am valued and loved by family, 
friends, and co-workers fi rstly and fore mostly because I am a caring, thoughtful, 
and playful human being; I make a difference because of who I am irregardless 
of any particular position title, money, or diplomas.”

  -- Anne Huebner,  District 
Ranger-U.S. Forest Service

V I S I O N

C R E AT I V I T Y  C R E AT I V I T Y  C R E AT I V I T Y  C R E AT I V I T Y  C R E AT I V I T Y  

Paula Backus, Holistic 
Veterinarian & Wings Facilitator

person I dream of being and on days I am less than the person I dream of being, I am able to recognize old  patterns 
Susan Honthumb, 
Teacher & Wings 
Leadership Intern 2006 
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ADVANCED TRUE COLORS

Tuition: $515

PRO FO U N D LE A R N I N G •  PRO FO U N D LE A R N I N G •  PRO FO U N D 

UP CO M I N G  S E M I N A R S

“The ideals which have lighted my way, and time after time have given me 

new courage to face life cheerfully, have been Kindness, Beauty, and Truth...”
-- Albert Einstein 

  JU N E,2007
PES-Eugene....................................7-10

Special Evening - Eugene.....................12
Assist Team Training.............................15
LifeWorks #3....................................16-17
CrossOver.................................20-24
JU LY,  2007
True Colors.....................................10-15
PES-Eugene.....................................12-15
CrossOver........................................18-22
LifeWorks #4....................................21-22
LifeWorks #1...........................26-29

 AU G U ST, 2007 
PES-Eugene....................................2-5

True Colors....................................7-12
CrossOver.....................................15-19

LifeWorks #2........................25-26
SE P TE M B E R, 2007
PES-Eugene...................................6-9

Assist Team Training...........................14
LifeWorks #3................................15-16

CrossOver...................................19-23
Listening Heart...............................27-30

OCTO B E R, 2007
Authentic Leader.Week #1...........1-5

PES-Eugene..................................11-14
CrossOver......................................17-21

LifeWorks #4 ..................................20-21
Special Evening, Eugene, OR.............23

LifeWorks #1..................................25-28
Authentic Leader.Week #2.......29-Nov 2

NO V E M B E R, 2007
PES-Eugene..................................8-11
CrossOver...............................14-18
LifeWorks #2..............................17-18

DEC E M B E R, 2007
PES-Eugene.....................................6-9
Assist Team Training.........................14
LifeWorks #3.................................15-16
Advanced True Colors..................27-30
CrossOver.....................................27-31

Namasté......................................27-31

My experience of Namasté was one big, power-
ful, life altering paradigm shift: a spiritual awaken-
ing. Once a paradigm shift occurs, one cannot go 
back to the prior view. I will never again see myself 
as anything less than divine, a statement that for me 
carries profound accountability and freedom all at 
once. Ah ha, “I am a spiritual being having a human 
experience,” to quote Teilhard de Chardin.

Namasté entails exposure to and exploration of 
various spiritual traditions and practices. The pro-
cess over the fi ve days of the seminar creates space 
for insight and movement. The seminar is equally 
valuable as a restorative and inspirational retreat for 
those who feel solid about their belief system and 

practice. There is a certain 
rhythm to the days in Namasté that refl ects the discipline and commitment necessary 
in any spiritual practice: readings, breath-work, chant, meditation, and movement 
ground us each morning; afternoons and evenings are full of rich dialogue, guest 
speakers from various traditions, and those tender Wings processes we’ve all come to 
anticipate. There is room for anyone who is anywhere on any path. 

I came away from Namasté 
remembering who I truly am.  Are you 
ready for a retreat, for an awakening, 
for a paradigm shift? Come to Namasté. 
Come create whatever experience you 
want to create – that’s our nature.  -- Diane Bonne

As Profound as it Gets

A namasté greeting in Nepal
- Photo by Kris King

Diane Bonne

Cavey Calhoun,
Aug 2005 True Colors

True Colors 2007 Summer SessionsJul 10 - 15
Aug 7 - 12 &Tuition: $745

True Colors For teens 13-18 

Dec 27-30

Prerequisite:  True Colors, 15 yrs. 

LORRSS

Frankie Mendenhall, 
Aug 2006 True Colors

“This was literally the best 5 days of my life.  I’ve learned lessons 
here that I had never even dreamt of.  I not only learned how to be non- 
judgmental but more importantly, to trust myself.  I found my inner 
strength.”  -- Stephanie Graf, True Colors 2006

TRUE COLORS assists teens to tap into their natural 
wisdom, power and talents. It’s a place they can get a clear 
sense of who they are and what they want to create in their 
lives. They learn how to respond to everyday life with 
responsibility, flexibility and a sense of humor. 

A 5 1/2 day residential program

Namasté

Tuition: $895
Prerequisite:  CrossOver
Continuing Education Units - 6

Dec 27-31, 2007
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“Nothing is more important than reconnecting with your bliss. 

Nothing is as rich. Nothing is more real.”
-- Deepak Chopra 

LE A R N I N G •  PRO FO U N D LE A R N I N G •  PRO FO U N D LE A R N I N G • 

Join Bev Foster for this fi ve day, slow-paced, spacious time together. A journey of learning and renewal.
You’ll travel to Bucerius, Mexico to a beautiful complex on the beach. A special environment, perfect for our work. We’ll create 

rituals especially for you to support your continued advancement toward your dreams and goals.  In addition we will explore the 
archetypes we each live out during our lifetime and how to maximize the use of them. 

We had a great time last year making connections that have continued to grow. We have opened doors to more of what we want 
and dream of. We hope you’ll join us this year...there are openings waiting for you!

Cost: $1,600. Includes lodging and breakfast and dinner each day. Airfare to Puerto Vallarta, Mexico and ground transportation 
not included.

To register or for more information contact Bev Foster at (541) 462-3373 or  bfcoach@comcast.net

Discovery Travel
Mexico with Bev Foster -  July 5-11, 2007

Bev Foster

“Listening Heart was the toughest most rewarding weekend 
of my life.  I learned more about myself and my husband in 4 
days than I have in 9 1/2 years of marriage.  So, So rewarding!” 
-- Sara H. Owen 

Tuiton: $1,195 /couple
Prerequisite: PES
Continuing Education Units - 5

We call it ‘living in love.’  When Love becomes a choice you 
make moment to moment, day to day, you experience not just 
falling in love but living in love. In LISTENING HEART you learn 
the skills, perspectives, attitudes, and understanding that support 
your consistent choice to love and be loved.

Wings Leadership Interns -
Beginnings & Beginnings

“Listening Heart was the toughest most rewarding weekend 
of my life.  I learned more about myself and my husband in 4 
days than I have in 9 1/2 years of marriage.  So, So rewarding!” 
-- Sara H. Owen 

Tuiton: $1,195 /couple
Prerequisite: PES
Continuing Education Units - 5

We call it ‘living in love.’  When Love becomes a choice you 
make moment to moment, day to day, you experience not just 
falling in love but living in love. In LISTENING HEART you learn LISTENING HEART you learn LISTENING HEART
the skills, perspectives, attitudes, and understanding that support 
your consistent choice to love and be loved.

Some eighteen years ago, when a pilot friend 
of ours recommended that we do ourselves 
the favor of attending the Wings Seminars in 
Eugene, OR, I was struck by the Wings name 
as a possible positive omen.  Having been an 
air show pilot for most of my life, anything that 
rang of aviation appealed to me.  But the thing 
that really got my attention was his promise that 
this would be life changing for myself, my wife 
and our relationship.  I was also impressed by the 
apparent changes he had made in his life. 

Our friend was right.  My wife and I had been 
in a struggling relationship, full of power and 
control issues that threatened to break our bond 
and generally created misery in our lives.  We 
immersed ourselves in the Wings work, taking 
every course they offered and serving on back up 
teams.  It wasn’t always pretty – or easy for that 
matter, but we did start down a new path of self 
discovery that turned our relationship and lives 
around.  Since that time we have continued to 
explore opportunities for growth, attending other 
seminars as well as repeating the Wings courses. 

On Wings -- and a Prayer
Grad in Action - Bob Bishop

Today we share a 
close, loving relation-
ship that is abundant 
and rewarding.  We 
are grateful for the 
gift we have given to 
ourselves.

My prayer is that 
more people will fi nd 
their way into this 
enormously effective, 
engaging and satisfy-
ing work.  Everyone 

can soar on the “gift of Wings.”

Bob Bishop was a nationally known air 
show pilot for almost forty years.  Today, the 
company he and his wife, Mary Ellen own, 

operates “the world’s smallest jets” for the US 
Government and military, providing a valuable 
service to our country by taking part in Homeland 
Defense exercises and providing an affordable and  
realistic radar target for a number of high profi le 
detection and defense systems.  The entire team 
from their company recently completed P.E.S. and 
Bob just fi nished LifeWorks as a part of his second 
round of Wings courses. 

Wings Interns from L to R:  Sharon Braaten, Ashley 
Tollefson, Ashley Sinclair, Tanya Thompson, Darryl 
Evans, Sonja Weber, Marilyn Simmonds-Cole, Guy 
Santiago, Katie Hughes  

In April we welcomed a new group of commited 
individauls onto the Wings team, shown above with 
former Interns Guy, Katie and Marilyn.  And it is with 
sadness (because we’ll miss them!) and anticipation 
(for what we know they are creating!) we say a 
deep, heart felt thank you to last years Interns:  Jeff 
Dresser, Bunny Gerlach, Walter Grabowiecki, Susan 
Honthumb, Heidee and Bob Lander-Nelson, Patti 
Puaokalani, Guy Santiago, Kelly Shaw, Marilyn 
Simmonds-Cole and Bonnie Tadej.

“The 
best way 
to fi nd 
yourself 
is to lose 
yourself in 
the service 
of others.”
- Gandhi

of my life.  I learned more about myself and my husband in 4 
days than I have in 9 1/2 years of marriage.  So, So rewarding!” 
-- Sara H. Owen 

Tuiton: $1,195 /couple

Bob Bishop and one of his planes
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    WINGS SEMINARS
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www.wings-seminars.com

SPECIAL EVENINGS with KRIS KING

“A year from now you will wish you started today.”  
-- Karen Lamb

What’s inside? 

June PES Special!!!

Finding the Essentials

Flight Patterns

Beginnings & Beginnings

Upcoming Events

    ... and much more!

Doors open to the public 
at 6:45 p.m.

7 - 9 p.m.
Tuition: Free 

Please register in 
advance.

Call Wings at 
800.697.0040

Location: 
The Wings Building
275 W. 5th Avenue

Eugene, OR 

June 12th...........“Accountability: a Profound Spiritual Path”

October 23rd.......“To Thine Own Self Be True”

Discover the power of accountability to unlock profound joy.  Release the past 
and take ownership. Results... Astounding!

Breaking agreements with yourself?  Symptoms...lack of energy, diminished joy and  zero 
creativity.  Discover the power of personal integrity.

CONNECT
w i t h

W I N G S
Sign-up to receive our 
monthly E-Newsletter.
Remember to update your 
information if you’ve 
moved or changed your 
email address. 
We love your feedback!  
Ph. 800.697.0040 or  info@
wings-seminars.com.


